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Transcript for East Regional High School Honors Biology Name:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Unit 15 –
Population and Natural Selection Worksheet - Evolution Pattern Direction: Read each description below and use words from the word bank to label the type of evolution described. Convergent evolution of coevolution interspersed with the balance of the oceans around Antarctica, there are fish that survive cold water by using molecules
made of glycoproteins that circulate blood and keep it from clotting. Certain types of worms that live in the Arctic ocean also make antifreeze proteins that help them live in icy water. Ants are the correct size and weight needed to open flowers for peony plants. Peonies provide food for ants and ants fertilize peonies The evolution of horses
shows a stable little evolutionary period that is long plagued by short periods of rapid change. Fox kits live in the desert and have large ears with larger surface areas that keep foxes from overheating. Red foxes live in the forest and have red coats that make them camouflaged. Hummingbirds have just the right long beak to reach nectar in
cardinal flowers and when they feed the forehead they hit the pollen structure. Cardinal flowers are red that hummingbirds can see but bees cannot. The pollen structure of cardinal flowers is just the right length for hummingbirds to pick up pollen while feeding. Galloti atlantica and Galloti galloti lizards evolved through natural selection from
common ancestors into a variety of different-looking lizards. Whales, sharks, and penguins all have lean bodies and fins/fins to move around in the water even though they belong to different classes of animals (mammals, fish, and birds). Convergent Evolution Coevolution Punctuated Equilibrium Divergent Evolution Coevolution Divergent
Evolution Convergent Evolution 1 Galάpagos tortoises share the same ancestry, but have necks of different lengths to achieve the food they most need in their environment. This kind of evolution is evidenced by DNA analysis and results organisms with different ancestors becoming more similar as they adapt to the same environment.
Adaptive radiation also known as ________________________ The sudden appearance of new species in the fossil record of The Galάpogos finches evolved through natural selection from common ancestors into a variety of different-looking species. Ostriches (birds) and giraffes (mammals) are both native to the African savanna. They
have the same characteristics of a very long neck. Divergent Evolution Convergent Evolution Divergent Evolution Interspersed Divergent Evolution Convergent Evolution Beavers in North America and capybaras in South America share common ancestors, but have evolved over time looks different. Divergent Evolution Ostriches
originated in the African savanna, while penguins lived in the polar regions. Although ostriches and penguins are closely related, they look very different. Divergent Evolution Bees does not see red, but sees yellow, blue, and Ultraviolet light. Thus, the flowers that bees are busy with are mostly yellow or blue with UV nectar guidelines
(landing patterns) to guide the bees. They usually have small and narrow flower tubes to fit the tongue of the bee species. Coevolution 2 By Peter J. Mikulecky, Michelle Rose Gilman, Brian Peterson The group of species undergoes different types of natural selection and, over time, can engage in several evolutionary patterns: convergent
evolution, different evolutions, parallel evolutions, and coevolution. Convergent evolution Convergent evolution is a process in which species that are not closely related to each other independently develop similar types of traits. For example, dragonfly, eagle, and bat all have wings. None of these organisms owe their wings to genes
inherited from the other. Each type of wing evolved independently, suggesting that the nature of flight was useful for survival and reproductive purposes. These independently evolved wings are called analog structures. Divergent evolution is a process in which traits held by common ancestors evolve into different variations over time. A
common example of different evolutions is vertebrate limbs. Whale fins, frog forelimbs, and your own arms most likely evolved from the front fins of ancient jawless fish. Since they have a common evolutionary origin, this is an example of a homologous structure. An important consequence of different evolutions is speciation, the
divergence of one species into two or more hereditary species. There are four main ways speciation can occur: Allopatric speciation occurs when the population becomes separated into two completely isolated subpopulations. Once separation occurs, natural selection and genetic drift operate on each subpopulation independently,
producing different evolutionary results. Peripasric speciation is somewhat similar to allopatric speciation, but specifically occurs when a very small subpopulation becomes isolated from a much larger majority. Because isolated subpopulations are very small, divergence can occur relatively quickly due to the founder effect, in which small
populations are more sensitive to genetic drift and natural selection actions in small genes. Parapastric speciation occurs when a small subpopulation remains in the habitat of the native population but enters a different niche. Effects other than physical separation prevent marriage between two separated populations. Because one of the
genetically isolated populations is highly however, the founder effect can still play a role in in speciation. Simpatri speciation, the rarest and most controversial form of speciation, occurs without any form of isolation (physical or other) between the two populations. Parallel evolution Parallel evolution is sometimes difficult to distinguish from
convergent evolution. Parallel evolution occurs when different species begin with the same ancestral origins, then develop similar traits over time. This kind of thing happens because two different species, although they don't always share the same ancestor, experience the same kind of environmental pressures and only survive by
undergoing similar adaptations. Classic examples of parallel evolution are found among plants, where several similar but different leaf shapes evolved in parallel and are evident today. Coevolution Coevolution occurs when closely interacting species provide selective pressure on each other, so they evolve together in a kind of adaptive
conversation. Examples of coevolution are common among predator-prey pairs and host parasites. A more beautiful example of coevolution occurs among hummingbirds and flowers from which they seek nectar and unwittingly pollinate. Evolution over time can follow several different patterns. Factors such as the environment and
predation pressures can have different effects on the ways in which the species exposed to them evolve. shows three main types of evolution: divergent, convergent, and parallel evolution. Figure%: Type of evolution; a)divergent, b)convergent, and c)parallel. Divergent Evolution When people hear the word evolution, they most often think
of different evolutions, evolutionary patterns in which two species gradually become increasingly different. This type of evolution often occurs when closely related species diversify into new habitats. On a large scale, different evolutions are responsible for the creation of the diversity of life today on earth from the first living cells. On a
smaller scale, it is responsible for the evolution of humans and apes from common primate ancestors. Convergent Evolution Causes difficulties in areas of study such as comparative anatomy. Convergent evolution occurs when different hereditary species begin to share analogous properties due to shared environments or other selection
pressures. For example, whales and fish have some of the same characteristics because both must evolve methods of moving through the same medium: water. Parallel Evolution Parallel evolution occurs when two species evolve independently of each other, maintaining the same level of similarity. Parallel evolution usually occurs
between unrelated species that do not occupy the same or similar niches in a particular habitat. Habitat.
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